Day Webster moves to
Cloud-Based
Amazon WorkSpaces

Client Profile

Result

Day Webster is a well-established recruiter,
operating in the healthcare market, with
numerous, mainly public sector clients. Their
software systems were becoming outdated and
unstable. Nuvens introduced Amazon Web
Services to improve stability, performance and
scalability.

The majority of users now work from AWS Workspaces and
Day Webster is currently deploying PCoIP (PC over IP) Zero
Client terminals, so that users can have a rich, highperformance
experience, regardless of task or location. Expensive desktop
and laptop capital expenditure costs are now replaced with an
easy-tomanage, easy-to-scale OpEx model. Users can now
access their applications on all their devices, including mobile
phones and tablets, and the IT department has reduced costs
and time managing their existing on-premise infrastructure.

Business Need
Day Webster had expanded its service portolio
and developed its own Software-As-AService
(SAAS) solution for public sector clients. These
customers not only expect Day Webster
applications to work seamlessly, but they also
depend on Day Webster's servers and network
to be fast and reliable. The Managed Service
Provider (MSP) and on-premise environment
that Day Webster was using to run its
infrastructure had become increasingly unstable
and with no integration between the on-premise
infrastructure, MSP Day Webster was struggling
to put the SAAS solution into production until
Nuvens introduced Amazon Web Services.

Solution
Amazon Web Services WorkSpaces is a
cloud-based system, from one of the world's
most dynamic companies. This application put
Day Webster on an easy migration path to a VDI
solution that was familiar to users and provided
the same features as the existing Managed
Services Provider. Crucial requirements for the
new solution were: stability, performance and
the ability to scale. Lee Mothersele, Senior
Systems Engineer at Day Webster, says, "AWS
WorkSpaces take the complexity out of
displaying virtual desktop estates to users.
Without the need for building in-house
infrastructure to support a virtual desktop
environment we deployed over 250 workspaces
in just 24 hours."

Phone 08456 CLOUDS or email us at
sales@nuvens.co.uk for a consultation
on how we can help your business.

“ WorkSpaces has taken Amazon
away the complexity of building,maintaining and supporting
our end users’ desktops. Working with Nuvens simplified
this processeven further ... their no-nonsense, consultative
approach helped us to see the reality behind the marketing
blurb.
LEE MOTHERSELE - SENIOR SYSTEMS ENGINEER

About
Nuvens is a London-based IT consultancy practice helping
clients maximise their investment in the public cloud. Our
portfolio of services is designed to complement your
existing IT team and empower them to make the right
decisions based on our AWS experience and datadriven
approach.
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